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EXPERIENCES WITH SEXUAL DISORDER FROM MY CASE RECORDS 

 

Libido is very important aspect of human physiology, multiple factors are responsible for 

human libido most important are emotional problem related to family problems, work 

pressure, relationship issues and physical illnesses like diabetes,hypertention etc,also 

many allopathic drugs can also affect libido very severely leading to sexual dysfunction 

of different kind. 

Let’s see some stories 

Case1:   

A man aged 50 years a known case of chronic renal failure consults me from London for 

a very unique sexual problem, he is a known case of polycystic kidney disorder with 

hypertension with chronic renal disease, he suddenly develops erection at un wanted 

times especially in the early morning in the bed, or after waking or rising every single day 

which lasts for few hours they are only better by forenoon, he finds this very annoying, 

he tries to have sex with his wife but wife is in no mood to have sex with him  as she has 

lots of domestic duties to perform early morning, this even has frequent arguments but 

ultimately he lands up masturbating. He goes to his regular doctor who gives him some 

tranquilizers but nothing happens hence at last he consults me when I was in London. 

One thing which he mentions a big concomitant is that he dislikes eating any food which 

has fruit in it or even a fruity flavour. 

Since was busy giving seminar and had no time for a long case hence I took a very  
small case with following rubrics 
 
MALE GENITALIA/SEX - ERECTIONS - morning 
MALE GENITALIA/SEX - ERECTIONS - morning - only morning 
MALE GENITALIA/SEX - ERECTIONS - morning - bed agg.; in 
MALE GENITALIA/SEX - ERECTIONS - morning - bed agg.; in - desire, without 
MALE GENITALIA/SEX - ERECTIONS - morning - rising agg. 
MALE GENITALIA/SEX - ERECTIONS - morning - waking; on 
GENERALS - FOOD and DRINKS - fruit – aversion 
 

 
Based on above symptoms I prescribed him Baryta carb 30c 5 cup method,1 tsf one 
dose 3 times a week for one month, the result was excellent, he slowly got no more 



troublesome erection in morning and only got it when aroused, more than the patient 
his wife complimented me for timely help. 

 

Case 2: 

Ayoung girl aged 28 years  from Delhi working in Bombay for an entertainment 

channel consults me for her sexual problem, she is a graduate in mass 

communication with a master’s degree very smart and attractive is in long distance 

relationship with a boy from Delhi, the boy is working in an low cost airline they are 

on too much love as both are victim of excessive sexual desire, they go for multiple 

intercourse in a single night, the girl lives alone in Bombay in a rented premisis,they 

also have frequent quarrels related to marriage,sex,future etc,the boy comes once a 

week to meet her and have sex with her but she wants sex more frequently, that’s 

why she is asking boy to take a transfer in Bombay but the boy refuses as his 

parents live in Delhi and he is the only son. On the days when boy is not there her 

sexual cravings is in excess, whenever there is a quarrel she goes into a guilt 

complex thinking the boy is using her sexually, her basic nature is very restless and 

emotional, she loves to eat cheese sandwiches and is addicted to tea and coffee as 

she has to work at odd hours. 

 

I took the following rubrics: 

MIND - AILMENTS FROM - excitement - emotional 

MIND - DELUSIONS - dirty - he is 

MIND - DESPAIR - sexual craving, from 

MIND - IRRITABILITY - coition - after 

MIND - NYMPHOMANIA 

MIND - RESTLESSNESS 

MIND - WEEPING - involuntary 

MIND - WEEPING - sexual excitement; with 



FEMALE GENITALIA/SEX - SEXUAL DESIRE - increased 

FEMALE GENITALIA/SEX - SEXUAL DESIRE - increased - coition - not removed 

after 

FEMALE GENITALIA/SEX - SEXUAL DESIRE - insatiable 

FEMALE GENITALIA/SEX - SEXUAL DESIRE - violent 

GENERALS - FOOD and DRINKS - cheese - desire 

GENERALS - FOOD and DRINKS - coffee - desire 

GENERALS - FOOD and DRINKS - tea – desire 

 

Based on above symptoms I gave Asteria Ruben’s 30c,5 cup method 2 times a day 

for few months with very good recovery of her abnormal sexual desire with guilt 

feeling. 

 

 


